
Spayed

PLEASE SIGN THAT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS TRUE:
My dog is well-socialized, and it brings them joy to spend time with other dogs and people. My goal is

to provide my dog with a safe and fun outlet for their energy.  Signature: _________________________
If your dog does NOT fit this description

Being crated
*Dogs may be crated to take

breaks during daycare

Things that make my pup uncomfortable:

Loud Noises

Paws touched High energy dogs

Grabbing collar

Being leashed

Ears touched

Rear touched

Face/Top head touched

Doesn't do well with small dogs

Doesn't do well with large dogs

If checked yes for anything in columns 1 or 2, please provide detail here :

Please write down below any medications, health conditions, or allergies your pup has :

This form is for enrolling your dog to join in free play with a large group
of other dogs. This is a good fit for those who are already comfortable
socializing, LOVE people and other dogs of all shapes and sizes, and are
spayed/neutered if over the age of 6 months. 

BREED:

DATE OF BIRTH:

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:

COLOR:

NeuteredMale

Female

See back

Check all that apply to your pup:

Tries to fly over fencesShown Aggression towards dogs

Barks/growls when playing

Bite history Prey drive (example:bunnies)

Eats poop/rocks

Toy possessive 

Seperation

anxiety
Understands

dog corrections

Shy/Fearful

Excited pees/marksCouch potato 

Escape artist

Independent

Jumps on peopleAggressive towards people/kids

High energy

Food aggressive

DOG NAME: OWNER(S)FIRST & LAST NAME:

1. 2.

3. 4.

Date:__________



Truth:
Daycare is a place for dogs who ALREADY love to play and socialize with

other dogs. Dogs who are overexcited, nervous, fearful, or overstimulated
will not learn how to interact, but rather be driven further in the wrong

direction. Some dogs do not enjoy the company of other dogs, and that is
okay! Daycare is not a place to train, but rather a safe place to play and

entertain dogs who are an appropriate fit.
 
 

If socalization of your dog is your goal for enrolling in daycare,
we can help connect with better recources to achieve that.

Myth:
 Daycare can change my dogs behavior and teach them how

to socialize with other dogs

Why Daycare is Best for Dogs Who Are Already Socialized

I have been working on these behaviors with my dog:

The most useful thing your dog could know for daycare is name recognition/recall
Does your dog come to their name? (please check one) 

Yes Sometimes No

Any additional information we should know about your pet?:



Terms and Conditions:

Health/Vaccinations:
 I agree that I will not bring my dog to Cascade if I am aware of it exhibiting any signs of sneezing, vomiting, diarrhea, coughing, lethargy or any other indication

of illness and otherwise certify that, to the best of my knowledge, my dog is in good health. I agree to provide Cascade proof that all of my dog’s required
vaccinations are current prior to my dog’s first arrival day and evidence that they remain current for all subsequent arrivals. 

Required vaccinations are as follows:
Vaccinations:                                                               Vaccination Frequency:

Rabies and DHLPP                                                 1 to 3 years depending on Vet’s recommendation
Bordatella                                                                                                                       6 months
Fecal Test                                                                                                                        6 months
Corona                                                                                    Recommended but not required
Canine influenza                                                                                                                   Yearly

End-of-Day Pick-Up:
 I agree that either I or my authorized agent will pick up my dog no later than Cascade’s closing time. Cascade’s closing time is 6:30 PM Monday through Friday
and 4:00 PM on Saturday unless otherwise posted (the “Closing Time”). If my dog is not picked up within 30 minutes after Closing Time, I understand and agree
that: (a) I will thereafter be unable to pick up my dog that day; (b) Cascade will house my dog overnight in one of its overnight dog boarding runs; (c) my dog can
be picked up after Cascade’s office opens the next business day; (d) I will pay Cascade’s normal overnight boarding charge in effect at that time in addition to the

normal doggie daycare charge. Any dog not picked up 15 days or more after its scheduled departure date will be considered abandoned and at Cascade
discretion may be turned over to the proper authorities pursuant to the RCW 16.54.

Payment: 
I agree to pay the rate for services in effect on the date my pet is checked into Cascade’s doggie daycare. I agree that Cascade, at its option, may charge a

cancellation fee for reservations canceled less than 24 hours prior to a scheduled reservation.

Refusal of Services:
 Cascade may, at its sole discretion, refuse to provide services to or to admit my dog into its daycare. If Cascade initially admits my dog into daycare but

subsequently determines that in its opinion my dog’s behavior is not suitable to be in daycare, then Cascade may thereafter refuse my dog’s admittance. If
Cascade initially admits my dog into daycare but subsequently determines that in its opinion my dog has an illness, then Cascade may at its option either

segregate my dog in Cascade’s quarantine room or require that I immediately retrieve my dog.

Right to Photograph: 
I agree that my dog may be videotaped and/or photographed by Cascade. Cascade shall be the exclusive owner of the results and proceeds of such taping or

photography and may use such taping and photos in any of its advertising or marketing. I further agree that my dog may be used in any and all media and the
promotion, advertising, sale, or publicizing of Cascade.

Warranties and Representations: 
I warrant and represent that: (a) my dog is not now and has never been known to be aggressive towards or to bite or attack another animal or human; (b) that

all of the information provided by me in this agreement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief; (c) that I am the owner of the dog, described
above; and (d) I am authorized to enter into this agreement.

Authority for Emergency Care: 
In the event Cascade determines in its sole discretion that my dog requires medical aid, I authorize Cascade in its sole discretion to administer aid and/or obtain
care by a licensed veterinarian of Cascade’s choice including test results, medical records and/or prescriptions. I agree to pay any such costs incurred by Cascade

and/or reimburse Cascade for any such expenses paid by Cascade. I authorize and instruct the veterinarian stated above to release to Cascade any and all
information regarding my dog.

Hold Harmless and Release of Liability: 
On behalf of all Owners of my dog, I acknowledge and agree (a) that Cascade shall not be liable for any injuries, illnesses or accidents involving my dog, including
escape or loss of my dog, while my dog is in the care or custody of Cascade, and (b)to defend, hold harmless and indemnify Cascade from and against any and all

costs, expenses, attorney’s fees, or damages arising out of any claim, action, suit or proceeding concerning my dog and/or other dogs or animals in the care or
custody of Cascade and/or any natural person where such claim, action, suit, or proceeding is caused by or relates to my dog while in Cascade’s care.

Legal Fees: 
In the event a dispute arises with respect to this agreement, the prevailing party shall be awarded all reasonable legal fees and related costs

incurred in connection with the dispute.

Miscellaneous: 
The terms of this Agreement shall not be modified except in writing signed by Cascade and the Owner. This Agreement shall be governed by

the laws of the State of Washington. Venue for any action shall be King County, Washington. The words “owner,” “my,” “I” and other similar
words refer collectively to all owners of the above named dog. I certify that all owners, have read and fully understand the terms of this
agreement and have given me the authority to enter into and execute this agreement. This agreement has no time limit and is valid and

enforceable for any and all of my dog’s future stays with Cascade. Delivery to Cascade of this Agreement signed by Owner may be made by
hand, mail, facsimile or email.

Date:____________ Signature:___________________
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